INSTRUCTION MANUAL
PORTABLE BORING BAR FOR REPAIRING FLUID END VALVE
POT TAPER AND VALVE COVER SEALING SURFACES
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INTRODUCTION
The machine `Portable Boring Bar’ is primarily a portable
machine tool intended for use in mud pumps engaged in drilling
of Oil Wells. The function of the machine is to restore dimensions
and shapes where mud cut has occurred in the fluid end of mud
pump.

A good quality of rebuilding by welding is a must prior to
machining the required areas with the help of this machine. The
machine is equipped with necessary tools and fixtures to get it
clamped securely on the top of valve pot where tapped holes
meant for studs are available. The machine can be set in various
hole configurations.

However if there are no threaded holes for studs on top face of
valve pot as in BPCL/Oil Wells fluid ends of A-1700/A-1400/
A-1100/A-850 Pt, three Nos. of ¾” BSW dummy studs are welded
on top of the valve pot to clamp the machine.

For these fluid ends we have provided a stud welding jig which will
approximately locate the boring bar concentric to the fluid end.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION OF BORING BAR MACHINE
1.

Longitudinal travel of the Spindle

280 mm

2.

G.D. of the Spindle

3.

Max. bore which can be done using std. Tool

4.

No. of Spindle speeds.

5.

Tool shank dimensions

½”

6.

Overall Height of the machine

43”

7.

Overall Width of the machine

280 mm

8.

Overall thickness of the machine

505 mm

9.

Storage Box dimensions

10.

Total shipment weidht including packing steel case

11.

Weight of main unit

81 Kg

12.

Weight of master mounting Jig

27 Kg

13.

Weight of Electric Motor

26 Kg

14.

Total Weight of the machine

15.

Taper turning attachment (specifications)
maximum diameter which can be bored
Maximum length of the taper can be machined
taper (angle) non adjustable, sine bar calibrated

55 mm
250 mm
Two, 22 & 14 RPM

45” x 21” x 24”
400 Kg

134 Kg
215 mm
180mm
1 inch/foot
(optional 1 inch/ foot)

Taper of 2 Inch/foot is in mud pumps : A-1100 PT / A-1400 PT/A-1700 PT/A-850
PT/ PZ-9/PZ-10/PZ-11/3 PN-1600
Taper of 1 inch/foot is in mud pumps : 12 P-160/10:-130 (National Oil-Well
Pumps).
Electricals
a) Motor : 220 V Single Phase 50 Hz, 1440 RPM cont. Duty 1.5 HP make
Crompton.
b) Starter : 15 AMP DOL Starter with Bimetal overload relay.
c) 15 AMP 3 Pin connector with lead 10 metre long.
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STANDARD PARTS OF BORING BAR MACHINE
1.

Boring bar inclusive of a longitudinal
travelling and revolving spindle powered
with worm gear drive double speed

01 No.

2.

Motor 220 V Single Phase 1440 RPM,
50 Hz Crompton Greaves Make No ICF17999

01 No.

3.

Push button starter, Electric Cord, Pair of
A-27 Vee Belts

01 No.

4.

Master Mounting Jig (to clamp the
Boring bar on the Fluid End)

01 No.

5.

Clamping pads (bigger size) for using
the machine in awkward location

03 Nos.

6.

Extension and tool holder for straight turning

01 No.

7.

Tool Holder for Valve Cover Gasket area facing

01 No.

8.

2 inch/foot traper cutting attachment
for A.P.I. 7, 8 and 9 tapers

01 No.

9.

Mandrel for lapping with handle for
A.P.I. 7 or any other size on order

01 No.

10.

1” Acme thread Insert for replacing threaded
portion of damaged fluid end

01 No.
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ACCESSORIES OF THE BORING BAR MACHINE
01.

Outside micrometer size range (100-200) mm

01 No.

02.

Spring Caliper outside size 24"

01 No.

03.

Cutting tools comprising of Cobalt Tools (H.S.S.)
and carbide Tools
a)

1/2"x1/2"x3-1/2" long for gasket area facing

02 Nos.

b)

1/2"x1/2"x2-1/2" long taper cutting

02 Nos.

c)

1/2" shank x 2-1/2" long brazed tool
for gasket area facing

02 Nos.

d)

1/2" shank x 2-1/2" long brazed tool
for taper cutting

03 Nos.

04.

Wrenches and hand tools one set comprising
one set of DE spannner , DE spanner 30/32 (one),
single ended 1/2" square socket to tighten tool
bit in tool holder and to raise or lower the
block (one) socket 16mm and 13mm (one each),
Cranking handle (one), extension bar (one),
1/2" universal joint(one), Alenkey 3/8" (One),
10mm (one), 12" foot rule (one), 3 meter freeman’s
steel tape (one), oil can (one).

02 Sets.

05.

Lapping compound fine and coarse (six cans each).

06.

Stud welding jig for A-1100/A-850/A-1400/A-1700 PT Fluid End.

07.

6 Nos 3/4" BSW studs with nuts for clamping master mounting jig.

08.

Arc welding holder modified to weld valve pot with ease.

¯
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Construction
The machine is constructed in fabricated structure using low alloy steel, the
spindle is made up of case carburising grade of steel which is case
hardened, hard chrome plated and subsequently ground finished to
accommodate precision needle roller bearings, the clearance is kept to bare
minimum. The outer diameter of the lower tube of the machine and outer
diameter of the machine spindle have been optimized to get maximum
working area at the same time not sacrificing rigidity drastically.
The axial motion of the spindle is provided by a screw assembly
incorporated with zero back lash adjustable device, this delivers a smooth
cut with minimum of vibrations and hence a better finish of the machined
surface.
The rotational motion of the spindle is obtained by a worm device fitted
with a bronze wheel and a case hardened and ground worm. The Gear Box
is grease lubricated and requires re-greasing once in year through the ½”
plugs. The raising and lowering of the main unit w.r.t the master mounting
jig is done by a screw assembly.

Function of the Machine
1.

Taper cutting is done with a automatic feed, taper angle of the
taper cutting attachment is fixed as per standard API tapers, 2 inch
per foot or 1 inch per foot. The angle cannot be altered as the tool
slide of the attachment is integral to the connecting pin. The
sliding surface is accurately ground on a grinder using sine bar to
accurately set the taper angle. The depth of cut can be altered the
top wheel and the tool block movement over its slide.

2.

Straight boring is done with manual feed and manual control over
depth of cut.

3.

Facing of gasket surface is done by a form tool and making a
plunge cut.
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In General the repairs on Valve Pot will fall in two areas :Valve Cover Gasket Portion
Valve Seat Taper Deck
Liner chamber bores & gasket surfaces
For carrying out any of the two repairs the whole process can be divided
into following main operations :Thorough Cleaning of the Valve Pot
Removing any foreign matter from the mud cut area so that sound metal
surface is exposed.
Centering the portable boring bar so that the axis of the machine is
concentric to the Valve Pot axis, the procedure for tuning the machine is
discussed further :
Making a light skim cut on the mud cut surface so that it is free from rust
and also to ensure that some residual weld deposit remains when final
dimensions have achieved.
Removal of the machine if required to enable accessibility for the welder to
operate.
Preheat the job to 120 degree Celcius with the flame cutting Blow pipe, the
temperature can be assessed with thermal sensitive crayons.
Using the recommended electrode place layers of weld metal starting from
the bottom to top for the valve pot restoration. In case of Valve cover
gasket surfaces the weld has to start from the corner.
Weld deposits can be carried out as discussed further in detail.
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Portable Boring bar to be clamped on the Valve pot after turning it with
any of the inner surface.
Machining of the affected areas as further discussed in detail.
Before finishing out fill up any under filled areas by welding.
Finish machining to the desired dimensions (sketches of different models
of Fluid ends with their finished dimensions are enclosed in this manual
for reference).
The user is advised to recheck the dimensions in the sketches before
following it.
If repair is on the Taper deck then it has to be lapped with the mandrel
after applying emery paste and diesel.
Clean the valve pot of metal chips and other foreign matter before putting
it back to operation.
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Centre master mounting jig as
accurately as possible using the
machined inner surfaces of the valve
pot as reference.
Use Chalk to mark the outlines holes
to temporarily weld clamping studs.
For the studded valve pot like
National Pumps 12P- 16P use the
existing studs to clamp the jig.

For Oilwell make pumps
A-850/A-100/A-1400/A-1700 PT
use the stud welding jig to
temporarily weld the dummy
studs.
These studs are to be snapped off
and top valve pot surface to be
dressed by grinding.

Set boring bar and clamp it even
with bottom of jig. Screw the
needle marking block to the
bottom of the spindle, pull the
needle to the inner true up
surface.
Rotate the spindle and adjust Jig
until the needle touches evenly
around the true up-surface.
Tighten jig and clamp, recheck
alignment.
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TYPICAL VALVE POT SET-UP FOR ALIGNING THE BAR
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VALVE POT GASKET AREA REPAIR
To repair valve pot gasket seat, select appropriate drawing of the fluid end
valve pto drawings of some commonly used mud pumps in drilling rigs is
encloded at the back portion of this catalogue.
Using AWS No 6012 electrodes and following the weld procedure
explained earlier, make weld deposites around the affected areas.
Generally a 4 mm electrode will make a neat and more homogeneous
deposit. Using tool block in the bottom of the spindle, make cut necessary
to restore original contours and dimensions. Note that chamfers are good if
they do not interfere with full gasket seat.
The straight face of the gasket area has to be machined with a cobalt tool
having a straight cutting face and plunge type cut has to be made over the
entire face width.
The tool cutting face has to be parallel to the gasket surface, the schematic
layout is shown in the adjoining page titled typical valve pot set up.
However, a photograph showing actual operation of gasket area machining
is placed below.
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RESTORATION OF VALVE POT DECK TAPER
Welding is generally required to repair washouts or worn out seating
surfaces. Grind or chop any deep cavities or areas until a good weld can be
deposited. For fluid up preheat to about 100 degree centigrade and use
AWS (American Welding Society) No. 6012 electrodes.
If valve deck taper is to be restored, fill up any cavities to level of
surrounding areas, then start at the bottom of the taper, travel around the
circumference of the deck, overlapping successively to assure adequacy of
the deposit. At the top of the taper, make one or two passes around the
deck across the finished area usually seen. Clean out all stag, grind or chip
of any obvious lumps or peaks.
Select a jig suited to the vale pot and attach it, giving due consideration to
position so that cutting tools accessible. True Jig up as shown in
illustration. Cut Valve pot gasket seat or re-face top of valve deck. Draw
spindle back up into the housing, remove tool block, install taper
attachment tightly, lower spindle until taper attachment is just above seat
deck. Lock feed wheel at top of bar so that it can not turn in either
direction, move cutter outward until it just touches the weld deposit.
Tighten cutter screw securely, start the motor and adjust feed finger until it
will engage one tooth of the Star Wheel each time the taper attachment
revolves. The advances the tool block along the taper, taking a rough cut.
At conclusion of rough cut, use socket tool to bring the tool block back
upon the taper, set the tool out and start another cut. Bore out 5 mm deep,
stop the motor end using inside caliper gagged in the outside Micrometer,
determine as clearly as possible on the new cut. If new cut is smaller then
finished dimension on the drawing, proceed with the cut. However, it is
best to leave about 1mm on diameter for a finish cut. Do not disturb feed
wheel at the top of bar.
To make a finish cut, bring block back up to taper attachment to a point
above where previous cut was started. Now adjust feed wheel at top of bar
to lower entire taper attachment. One revolution of the wheel in
anticlockwise direction lowers the assembly by about 3mm, to bring the
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tool to the same point the feed screw has to be rotated in clockwise
direction, this results in a radial movement of the tol by 0.25mm.

By alternating between adjustment of feed wheel and tool block feed screw,
an exact dimension can be obtained without tedious adjustment of the
cutter. Before starting cut lower entire assembly slightly then bring back up
to the desired point. This takes slack out of all threaded parts. If adequate
weld deposit has been made, two or three cuts will be required to produce
correct dimension of the valve pot.
If, at conclusion of a cut some weld imperfections are observed, spot weld
them while cutter is at bottom of cut. When proper dimensions is had,
dismantle the boring bar, select appropriate lapping mandrel, coat it with
lapping compound and lap to full seating surface. Deck must be cleaned
thoroughly and seat driven as suggested by seat manufacturer. Any time
seats are changed, dress off crust above and below seat contact area and lap
deck lightly. As wear develops on surface of mandrel, it must be put into a
lathe and taper restored. Any shoulders that develop must be removed.
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TYPICAL VALVE POT SET-UP FOR VALVE DECK TAPER MACHINING
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SETUP FOR TAPER CUTTING OF VALVE DECK TAPER
Select the required taper cutting attachment suited for the fluid end. Two
taper cutting attachments are supplied with the machine.
For pumps A-850/A-1100/A-1400/A-1700 PT (Oil well Pumps); PZ-10/11,
PZ-9 (Gardner Denver); 3PN-1600/ 3PN-1600/ 3PN-1000/ 3PN-1300
(Romanian Pumps) etc use 1:6 Taper Cutting attachment.
For Pumps 12P-160/12P-130 and N-1300/N-1600 (National Pumps use 1:12
Taper Cutting Attachment.
Clamp the correct taper cutting attachment after rough machining the
tapered surface with extended straight boring tool, building up the taper
portion as illustrated. Clamp the feed finger clamp on the master jig pad
provided with a M12 tapped hole and insert the feed finger, tighten the
screw to hold the feed finger in place.
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The studs are too close to base of master jig. Use square end cutter in tool
block, rotate at true-up point, tighten and re-check alignment.

Adjusting tool holder on taper attachment, feed finger as seen, also tool
holder for vertical cuts or facing.
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LINER CHAMBER WORK
Be thoroughly clean and all packing elements removed some liner packing
sets have thin flat rings which may appear to be part of the pump body.

Refer to illustrations when setting boring bar select appropriate fluid end
drawing Chamber must.

To repair cylinder mouth gasket seat use AWS No. 6012 electrodes make
weld deposit around affected areas Preheating to about 200 F is advisable if
welding is extensive and particularly if there is a crack to repair. Se t the
cylinder jig in place and use tool block with suitable cutter. Make the rough
cut and measure the result using the MATTCO mikes to determine bore
produced and with the Starrett outside microcmeter measure span of the
MATTCO mikes. Reproduce original contour and dimension. As the case
of valve pot work some preliminary grinding of lumps in the weld is
helpful.

To repair liner packing seat and adjacent shoulder small cuts may be spot
welded and dressed with a hand grinder. A great deal of care and
prudence is needed but a great deal of time can be saved if major wear or
large cavities are present the very best thing to do is remove the fluid end
from the power frame and stand it on end all welding will done down
hand. Preheating to about 200 F is advisable and AWS No. 6012 electrodes
used.
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Refer to Photograph and drawing illustrating this procedure. Dress out any
lumps or peaks. Install appropriate jig. Remove all internal parts from
piston rod stuffing box and install bearing large end toward gland, screw
gland on loosely, slide extension bar, set boring bar into jig and make
extension bar up into spindle lubricate and snug up on stuffing box bearing
and true-up. Make the rough cuts and check with the over the bar
micrometer.

A generous chamfer at leading edge of liner packing seat promotes easy
assembly of liner and packing set. Be sure to check rear liner rest (toward
stuffing box end of chamber). If appreciable wear is present, it must be
corrected; otherwise the liner not being properly supported, will sag and
accelerate wear on the rod and rod packing and will certainly cause vertical
movement of liner as the piston strokes. Difficult as this is, it must be dealt
with. However, soundness of weld is secondary and porosity is
unimportant. A generous pad at top and bottom, accurately bored
following boring of front liner rest, will support line as manufacturer
intended. When front liner rest is bored, slide the tool block back and using
a slow feet, it is possible to make a satisfactory cut.

To change cutter, withdraw spindle, slide tool holder toward you, replace
cutter, slide tool holder back and set cutter using front rest as gauge. Slide
holder back and secure. Spindle has about 10” of travel, which should be
enough to complete the cut.
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Following work of this kind, it is not unusual to discover that piston rod
alignment is impaired. Assuming that boring bar was properly set, fluid
end is now in new condition and wear in the crosshead and slides, which
have to be corrected, the alignment will be re-established.

To repair gasket seat in stuffing box port, remove box and studs. Welding
and grinding can sometimes be done through opening in power frame. The
next alternate is to set up the boring bar on cylinder head end, make a piece
to fit into the stuffing box port and snugly onto the extension bar, then back
face and weld. Extensive damage requires removal of the fluid end from
frame and following welding, boring bar is attached to cradle end studs
and a relatively simple job done. Set Jig with bigger suitable
adapter/mounting pads centrally and tighten snugly. Orient it to suit right
or left handed operator. Remove studs that interfere.
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